For the first time ever, BESSEY® offers the opportunity to adjust both jaws with the New Vario K Body® REVO™ Parallel Clamp. With the push of a button the ‘fixed jaw can be positioned wherever you want it. The New Vario K Body® REVO™ also offers a new end rail clip, rail protection and many accessories.

Your benefits at a glance:

1. **Parallel clamping surface with jaw protection pads**
   These are arguably the most powerful and most parallel clamps in the world. The three large removable (if you want to clean or replace them) pressure caps are resistant to glue, paint and solvents.

2. **The Moveable ‘Fixed’ Jaw**
   For the first time ever, BESSEY® offers the opportunity to adjust both jaws to optimize clamping set-up. With the push of a button the ‘fixed’ jaw can be moved to where you want it.

3. **Large 2K composite handle**
   High quality 2K composite handle with soft plastic insert for comfort while working.

4. **Rail protection pieces**
   The rail protection pieces (made from impact resistant polyamide) prevent glue dripping on to the rail. With TK-6 table clamps you can easily fasten the rail protection pieces to a work surface.

5. **Removable end-clip**
   End-clip ensures clamp sits parallel to work surface and is removable to reverse sliding arm for use as spreader.

---

**Accessorize**

Several accessories are available for the Vario K Body® REVO™.

- **KR-VO variable jaw**
  Replacement variable jaw as a single unit for the KRV.

- **K Body® Extender**
  Connect any two BESSEY® K Body® clamps for extended reach.

- **KR-AS adapter**
  Attach KR-AS adapter pivoting jaws to any K Body® REVO™ to clamp or spread irregular angles from -15° to +15°.

- **TK-6**
  Use with rail protection pieces to hold to workbench.

- **KR-J2K sliding jaw**
  Replacement sliding jaw as a single unit for the KR & KRV.

- **KR-JP jaw pads**
  Replacement jaw pads suitable for the K Body® REVO™ (KR & KRV). Resistant to glue, paint and grease.

- **KP Blocks**
  Rail and stile jig for set up of raised panel doors, frames, boxes, etc.

---

**Catalog Number** | **Throat Depth** | **Clamping Capacity** | **Clamping Force** | **UPC Code**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
KRV-40 | 3 3/4" | 40" | 1500 lbs | 091162006467
KRV-60 | 3 3/4" | 60" | 1500 lbs | 091162006474
KRV-78 | 3 3/4" | 78" | 1500 lbs | 091162006481
KRV-98 | 3 3/4" | 98" | 1500 lbs | 091162006498